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“We saw tremendous 
opportunity to 
improve the entire 
life cycle—rooted 
in giving lawyers 
a better UI, better 
workflow, and overall 
better experience.”

Suki Sahansara, Senior Director, Customer Success: Shishir, I want to thank 
you for joining me today. We just hosted our second Wilson Proforma 
Tracker user group event, coming on the heels of a live session at the Wilson 
Knowledge Summit last fall.

And, as you know, I ‘banned’ you from attending the second event—not 
because I didn’t want your insight or contributions, but more to encourage 
even greater peer-to-peer interaction and exchange. The user group is 
something we want our customers to feel like they really own and can set 
the direction of.

Of course, coming out of those discussions came many questions about a 
variety of topics. And they did miss you. So I’ve cornered you to get you on 
the record. I thought an interview would be a great way to follow up with 
participants to get them more detail.

Shishir Shetty, VP Technology Services: I am very excited to be part of the 
next session! But for now, of course, I’d be very happy to answer some 
questions.

Suki: I’d like to start with asking for some of the history around the product. 
Someone told me that Proforma Tracker made them a superhero at their 
firm, and they were curious to know more about the origin story and history 
of their new found powers!

Shishir: I had the idea to build a modern approach to proforma 
management a few years ago. At the time, my team had built several 
custom billing workflow solutions for multiple clients. We kept seeing 
the same issues, facing the same questions and making the same 
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observations. And we know there was a real opportunity for innovation 
in managing this life cycle. Part of what also drove our product investment 
was the state of other options on the market—older paperless tools only 
addressed part of the billing life cycle and faced serious adoption challenges.

We saw tremendous opportunity to improve the entire life cycle — rooted in 
giving lawyers a better UI, better workflow, and overall better experience.

And the adoption we’ve seen proves that we’ve really connected with a 
material market need. At this point we have about two dozen clients, and 
we’re expecting to double that number by the end of 2020.

To build on this momentum and track record, we’re actively growing our 
support and services teams. We’re ready to scale. And, as you know, 
we can bring firms online as quickly as 30 days, with our new Proforma 
Tracker Express offering—which is a great opportunity for rapid ROI, and 
real impact.

But we don’t rush. We work to craft project plans that best align with the 
needs and priorities of our customers. That might include specific change 
management, user acceptance testing, training, or phased rollouts across 
offices in defined stages.

This is a business critical solution that’s also lawyer-facing. The stakes are 
high when those factors intersect — but so are the rewards.

Suki: Well, from my vantage in customer success I can say that once firms 
start using the product in their environment, their vision and appetites 
grow, along with questions about the product’s road map. Can you share 
the latest developments and plans on that front?

Shishir: I’d be happy to. We don’t just have one road map, we have several, 
covering key thematic and functional areas:

 � Bill Creation & Editing

 � Usability & Workflow

 � Compliance

 � Reporting & Analytics

 � PMS integration

We have enhancements planned that are directly tied to client feedback 
and real-world requirements.

“The future of Proforma 
Tracker is incredibly 
bright. Building on the 
lessons, feedback, and 
success we’ve achieved 
to date, working with 
two dozen firms, 
processing over one 
million bills annually—
we’re transforming 
how organizations 
create, revise and 
deliver the most 
important document 
to the business side of 
the client life cycle—
accurate, timely 
invoices.”
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“The Proforma Tracker customer community has really taken 

shape over the past year. It’s been wonderful to connect and 

collaborate with so many passionate participants, focused on 

delivering great service to the lawyers, clients and billers at 

their firms. Their feedback and encouragement has really been 

critical in driving the product’s continuing evolution”

I know you’re going to ask, so I’ll provide you with summaries of those to include in the article (See figure on next 
page). And I will note that as the priorities and the needs of our clients evolve, so will these road maps.

I’ll also confess to having a selfish, personal interest in delivering on that vision—we’re actually drinking our own champagne, 
as the saying goes — using Proforma Tracker to manage our internal billing.

Suki: I think I’ll have to invite you to the next user group event. If nothing else, I know our clients will have questions 
about these road map details.

Shishir: I know you’re joking, but I seriously love the connections we build with our clients—I never want us to lose 
focus on listening and supporting them. And I’d note that the investments you’ve made personally have been critical 
to that focus.

Suki: The Proforma Tracker customer community has really taken shape over the past year. It’s been wonderful to 
connect and collaborate with so many passionate participants, focused on delivering great service to the lawyers, 
clients and billers. Their feedback and encouragement has really been critical in driving the product’s continuing 
evolution.

Shishir, thank you again for taking a moment to share your perspective with the community.

Shishir: It was my pleasure. The future of Proforma Tracker is incredibly bright. Building on the lessons, feedback, 
and success we’ve achieved to date in working with two dozen firms, processing over one million bills annually—
we’re transforming how organizations create, revise and deliver the most important document to the business side 
of the client life cycle—accurate, timely invoices.

Members of our user group community have the opportunity to connect with existing 
users, learn from each other, see how they can use the product more efficiently, and 
provide feedback. Join the community today: https://bb.wilsonallen.com
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Select Highlights of the
Wilson Proforma Tracker Road Map

Edits Usability & Workflow

Compliant Billing Reporting & Analytics

Aug 2019: 3E Groups
Add groups to WPT tracking
Allow edit application and billing

Oct 2019: Time Type
Allow the edit of time type
Apply edits into financial system

June 2020: Cost Summary
Ability to edit costs in bulk by type

Sep 2020: Divide/Transfer
Enhance current divide screen to allow 
simultaneous transfer

Sep 2019: Edits View
View to show cards edited�
Ability to export selected/all�
Narrative search/replace

Mar 2020: Read only
Ability to make edit actions read only
Manage by stage

June 2020: Recall Action
Request proformas back�
Submitted or Approval

Sep 2020: Forward/Burst
Ability to show matter/client/working 
timekeeper list�
Only worked cards for edit

Sep 2019: 3E Billing Rules
Manage any rule set up within 3E
Handle both warnings and errors

May 2020: eBilling Hub
Track invoices submitted into the Hub
Prevent edits that violate eBilling rules

Sep 2020: Intapp Terms
Prevent edits that violate terms�
Match to Intapp Time 

Nov 2019: Financial Info
Additional info (last days, A/R)�
Editable cash (trust, on account)

June 2020: Operational
Provide current state of proformas�
Efficiency measures�
Add current proforma data

Sep 2020: Management
Statistical info on volume, throughput, and 
efficiency�
Ability to identify bottlenecks in process

Mar 2021: Comparative
Averages
Peer comparisons


